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Design
Technology/Science
Designers use sketching
to help them show their
ideas.
Scientists use sketching
to record their
observations.

Connections

Connections

Connections

Art
Scientists sometimes sketch
or draw to record
observations.

Geography
The Romans built roads
and towns to make trade
easier.

History
Many British towns and cities
were first founded by the
Romans.

PSHE
Creating too much noise
can be antisocial behavior.

Design Technology
Many Roman men,
women and children
wore jewellery as a
symbol of wealth and
power.

The Mediterranean Sea helped
the Romans to control and use all
of the land surrounding it for
trade.

Facts and Knowledge
Sounds are vibrations
travelling through
particles.
Scientists make
observations of the
world around them to
answer questions.
Scientists use these
observations to make
conclusions and learn
more.
Key Vocabulary
vibrations
ear
volume pitch tone
distance
air particles
prediction
observation
conclusion

Facts and Knowledge

The Roman Empire was
ruled by an emperor with
the help of a senate.
In the lands that they
conquered, they
introduced the following:

Facts and Knowledge

Italy, France, Spain and Britain
are countries located in the
continent of Europe.
The Mediterranean Sea is located
between Southern Europe and
North Africa.

Facts and Knowledge
Leonardo Da Vinci was
an artist, scientist and
inventor.

Science
When designing a product,
it is important to choose
the right material!
Facts and Knowledge
Jewellery is made by
shaping certain materials
into a certain shape.

He used his skills as an
artist to sketch designs
for his inventions.

It is mainly used for
aesthetic purposes- to look
good.

roads aqueducts
sanitation
Latin towns
A single currency known
as the Denarius.

Key Vocabulary
BC AD
empire emperor
Rome roads
aqueducts sanitation
Latin towns
currency Denarius
professional army
miles (private rank
soldier)

Key Vocabulary
Europe
Italy Rome France Spain
Britain London
North Africa
Mediterranean Sea
trade link
natural resources
food minerals water fuel
transportation distribution

Key Vocabulary
Leonardo Da Vinci
sketching
shading
light
dark
outline
pressure

PSHE
Connections
History
Many Roman
inventions are now
basic human rights.
The Romans introduced
their own currency
(money) to Britain.

Facts and Knowledge
Children have their own
set of human rights.
We have to manage
money to keep
ourselves safe, healthy
and happy.

Jewellery is made more
aesthetically pleasing by
adding ornaments such as
engravings or jewels.

Antisocial behavior is
behavior that causes
alarm or distress for
people not living in the
same household.

Key Vocabulary
material
prototype
process
end user
ornament
engravings
aesthetics

Key Vocabulary

Rules laws
human rights
antisocial behavior
community
money budgeting
puberty change
teenager

